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Numerous legal scholars and scientists have tried to theorize and decipher this "widening divide" between Europe and the "American exception." 2 However, the notion of exceptionalism does not take into account the recent transatlantic history of the abolition debate and effaces the period during which the purported exceptionalism was not American but French. 3 Although an "exception" repeatedly decried by its European neighbors for most of the 1970s, France has now removed capital punishment not only from its laws but also from its national "imaginary." 4 Historical scholarship on the history of the death penalty in France tends to reflect this obliviousness by emphasizing the inevitability of the 1981 abolition. 5 Similarly, collective memory tends to be excessively short regarding the guillotine: not so long ago, while the electric chair was collecting dust, the guillotine was still executing the condemned.
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In this article, I intend to look closely at the short period in the 1970s when American executions were halted while in France the executions continued in cases that were widely debated in public opinion. 6 By examining this intriguing moment in the transatlantic history of capital punishment, this essay follows a recent trend in the history of the death penalty. By erasing the traditional boundaries between national histories, it seeks to detect the rise of an "international judicial and political discourse on the penalty of death and its abolition." 7 The article focuses on the reception of the two major decisions taken by the Supreme Court in the 1970s and their direct consequences, as they were reported in the main French newspapers and television news magazines. 8 However, this essay is not solely about the French gaze on American practices. The journalists actively used American decisions to stoke the national debate by reading their meanings in light of the French context. While for a short period the United States occupied the position of exemplary "civilized" nation-thereby complicating the traditional scholarship on Franco-American relations largely preoccupied with antiAmericanism-this situation was soon reversed with the reinstatement of the death penalty in the US in 1976 and the Patrick Henry trial in 1977 that seemed to presage abolition in France. By tracing the progressive emergence of an official discourse on the death penalty as an aberration in French history, even before the actual law of 1981, the article demonstrates how French media gradually constructed the contemporary opposition between a death-penalty free France and a "barbaric" America. On June 29 1972, in a group of cases collectively called Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court declared every existing death penalty law in the United States unconstitutional on the grounds that they violated the "cruel and unusual punishment" clause of the Eighth Amendment. This decision, which effectively put a moratorium on capital punishment, was "one of the biggest surprises in its history" 10 and the result of a complex combination of factors. While Herbert Haines emphasizes the "'inspirational' effect" of Supreme Court decisions in other arenas like Civil Rights, most scholars cite the constitutional attack on capital punishment led by the lawyers of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People's Legal Defence Fund and the American Civil Liberties Union since the beginning of the 1960s.
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That exact same day, a "few hours away" as Le Monde put it, French inmates Claude Buffet and Roger Bontems were condemned to death in one of the most controversial trials of the decade. 12 In 1971 while serving their sentence in the Clairvaux prison, the two inmates had taken a prison guard and a nurse hostage, and eventually killed them both. 13 As no execution had taken place in France since 1969, the sentence elicited a renewed interest in the abolition question. This historical coincidence, far from being ignored or dismissed as irrelevant to the national debate, forced French journalists in June 1972 to raise questions concerning the issue of the death penalty in a transatlantic, if not global, perspective.
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Significantly, the French media reported these two news items simultaneously, subsequently transforming their reportage into an opportunity to discuss the abolition debate from an international point of view. Most newspapers not only noted the coincidence and emphasized the significance of the two decisions on their front pages, but also broadened the perspective and defined the controversy in global terms. 14 In Le Figaro of June 30 1972, the coincidence was highlighted as follows: "At the same moment when the assizes court of Aube was condemning the two criminals to the death sentence, the Supreme Court decides that capital punishment cannot be applied." 15 According to La Croix, the French Catholic newspaper, "the coincidence cannot be missed" and the two events contributed "to put[ting] the death penalty on the agenda", while for Le Monde they "relaunch[ed] the controversy." 16 Both Le Monde and France Soir highlighted the symbolic value of the coincidence, and ran a special article on the international state of abolition. "The United States is joining the more than thirty countries in the world that have abolished the death penalty" announced Le Monde.
death penalty-as exemplified by the applause and cheers at Buffet-Bontems' verdictappeared to be the same in France and in the United States. Quoting the American pundit George Gallup's analysis of the American situation, the magazine Le Point identified the growth in criminality as the main reason for the increasing support for capital punishment in France. 18 
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According to some newspapers, the issue was not only international, it was also, on a more philosophical level, linked with a "civilizing process." 19 Le Figaro argued that the two events "relaunch[ed] this never-ending debate around this great and mysterious problem that has taken place in every civilized society." Similarly, La Croix was concerned by this "old and serious debate that no civilized society can evade," and elaborated the issue further: "Does the collectivity have the right to kill those who have transgressed the law?" 20 The notion of "civilization" was invoked in the death penalty debate as early as the late eighteenth century. It was used to promote moving executions to the jail yard, away from the public eye, as well as other methods of punishment that officials and reformers considered more "humane." Even proponents of the death penalty have invoked the discourse of "civilization" to argue for the compatibility of the ultimate punishment with the process of civilization. In contrast, used in connection with other concepts such as "humanization" and "progress," it has also allowed death penalty detractors to imagine and promote a teleological process towards abolition. 21 The term thus needs to be historicized to cover how it evolved according to geographical and historical contexts. What defines "civilization" in these 1972 reports is the capacity for a society to at least broach the issue of the retention or abolition of the death penalty. All "civilized societies" are bound to confront this question. Nevertheless both Le Figaro and La Croix are both neutral on the issue of abolition (the French right, which Le Figaro represented, was divided on the topic, while the Catholic church had not yet taken a definite position). 22 They therefore did not embrace the discourse, especially prevalent after World War II, that identifies a civilized process leading inexorably to the rejection of legalized state killing. More cautious in their use of the phrase "civilized society", they simply acknowledged the shared conundrum present in American and French societies. 23 This more philosophical outlook adopted by both newspapers contributed to the international discourse on the penal system.
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While the French newspapers internationalized the issue, the immediate impact of the American abolition on the national debate in France was at the same time highlighted. During the 1970s, the French media played a central role in mobilising a major public debate on abolition. Partisans of abolition and their adversaries consistently discussed sensational cases through op-eds and opinion columns. 24 In this heated context, it is no surprise that the journalists used the Supreme Court decision as fodder to ignite the French debate. According to Le Monde, the coincidence "rejuvenate[d] the debate on the retention or the abolition of the death penalty in France." As the newspaper was largely in favor of abolition, the Supreme Court decision was exploited to strengthen the abolitionist side. The journalist argued that the question of abolition was posed in "identical terms in the United States" and that criminals "as revolting as Buffet and Bontems" like "Charles Manson and his accomplices" would serve their sentences in jail, just as the French criminals could in "the prison of Mende 25 ." In other words, the same questions, the same arguments, and the same debate in both countries, should have begotten the same resolution: abolition. Hinting at Georges Pompidou's well-known repulsion for the death penalty, the journalist emphasized the coincidence by asserting that "what the Supreme Court has decided, Mr. Pompidou was ready to do just before the Clairvaux drama." 26 The newspaper was not only reporting information; it stressed the divergent path of the two countries, and the straight comparison tarnished France's image. Similarly, L'Express had reservations concerning the "preventive value of the ultimate punishment" in the case of Buffet and Bontems, both re-offenders: "Its exemplarity seems rather illusory. This is also the opinion of the American Supreme Court that has just abolished the death penalty." 27 The journalist hinted at one of the most cherished arguments used by the partisans of capital punishment: its purported deterrence effect. The Buffet and Bontems affair seemed to belie the efficiency of such an effect: they both knew that they could be executed if they were caught but they had decided to take the risk regardless. If the threat of the guillotine did not deter inmates from repeating their crimes, the journalist from L'Express implied, then the punishment seemed devoid of most of its legitimacy. The American Supreme Court was merely acknowledging this state of affairs by abolishing the death penalty.
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Becoming an integral part of the French debate, the American decision was even used by French journalists as a means to pressure the French president. Indeed, in Le Canard enchaîné, the American decision was one more argument for clemency-the exclusive domain of the president-being applied in the Buffet-Bontems case. The Canard addressed the article to President Pompidou: "You, the man of the last resort…What are you going to decide? Will you yield to the lynching mob or will you pardon the 'Enraged of Clairvaux'? Destiny is making it simple for you. In the United States of America where justice has never been easy on its criminals … the death penalty has just been abolished forever. If I were you, Mr. President, … I would take advantage of this example to order the Senate to put the guillotine away." 28 In contrast to La Croix and Le Figaro, the Canard was implicitly taking up the discourse that identifies "civilization" with the rejection of capital punishment. By equating the behavior of the public in the Buffet-Bontems trial with the irrationality of a "lynching mob", the newspaper's intent was to induce shame among officials, thereby influencing their choice. This tactic was not only adopted by journalists but also by famous abolitionists like lawyer Albert Naud. On June 29, as quoted by France Soir, Naud shouted out: "Great victory for the society indeed. Sending Claude Buffet to the guillotine! A man good for psychiatry!" He then emphasized the symbolic damage the decision imposed on the reputation of "Voltaire and Hugo's country." But above all, he asserted that "the height of shame for our country is that the sentence was pronounced the same day that the Supreme Court abolished the death penalty in the United States." 29 Naud exploited the lasting rivalry between France and the United States as to which country could claim to be the beacon of the free world. France, he implied, was losing ground. 30 
III The US as Exemplary Nation
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To stir up the feeling that France was taking the wrong path, French media represented the United States as an exemplary nation. Indeed, in the words of Le Canard it constituted "an example" that Pompidou should follow. This attitude strongly undermined the prevalent beliefs of the French public about the American penal system. Indeed, Franceand for that matter European countries in general-have a long tradition of putting America "on trial" when it comes to its penal system. and Vanzetti case, then followed by the Rosenbergs' death sentence and the execution of Caryl Chessman, Europe harshly criticized American use of capital punishment. 32 However, the decision of 1972 seemed to turn the tables all over again. The sudden admiration for the American penal system was not only observable in right-wing newspapers, but also in the leftist ones as exemplified by the relatively positive depiction in Le Canard. The article in Le Monde reporting on abolition similarly ended with praise for the Court's ability to judge the issue not on criminological or penal grounds but as a philosophical question. "Do we still have to wait?" asked the journalist -"What gesture would indeed be less demagogic, more courageous, than the decision to put an end to what is not a sentence but a torture, not a penal sanction but a residue of barbarism?" 33 In this instance, while the United States was on the side of rationalism and humanitarianism, France was implicitly associated with backwardness and cruelty.
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As evidenced by many book titles ("The Anti-American Obsession", "The American Enemy"), the abundant scholarly literature on Franco-American relationships largely focuses on the phenomenon of anti-Americanism. 34 Nevertheless, this seemingly unexpected praise for American penal practices remains consistent with the paradoxical nature of French anti-Americanism. According to Denis Lacorne, the "discourses" that form anti-Americanism are characterized by "ambiguity and frequent contradictions." "Subject to frequent swings," they evolve depending on the immediate historical context. 35 Negative opinions can also accommodate themselves with contemporaneous positive appreciations of the United States, as is patently clear in this case. While Le Canard exhorted Pompidou to imitate the American Supreme Court, it criticized in the same movement the American penal system by lampooning a justice so harsh towards its criminals "that there is the possibility sometimes of doing innocents in." 36 In addition, the general praise of the Court's decision did not win over all the media. L'Humanité, the French Communist party newspaper, dedicated a very short article to abolition andalthough there was an article on the Buffet-Bontems case on the same page-no comparison was drawn between the two countries. While the Communist party was strongly opposed to the death penalty in 1972, the article denied the exemplarity of the American decision and asserted that actions were already taken to cancel the decision-a claim which was later revealed to be correct. 37 In the same manner, the 585 prisoners benefited only "in some way" from the decision, meaning, they were probably not going to be spared in the long run. 38 Far more preoccupied with the denunciation of the Vietnam war, l'Humanité refused to abandon its anti-Americanist discourse. Even if the United States appeared to be heading down the right path, it could not stand as an example for France to follow. The exception that confirmed the rule, L'Humanité remained distinct from the rest of the French media.
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The French reception of the 1972 Supreme Court decision evinced the rise of an international discourse on the death penalty's abolition. By conjuring up the notion of "civilization" or commenting on the American decision's exemplarity, the media refused to limit the debate to its national significance. Moreover, by not only reporting the news but also analyzing it as a portent of inevitable progress, a sign that the world was inexorably heading toward abolition, the journalists transformed the decision into a symbolic event that could have an impact on French politics.
IV The Reinstatement of the Death Penalty in the US
12 Surprisingly, the French media did not pay much attention to the American reinstatement of the death penalty. While the Supreme Court upheld the more rationalized sentencing procedure in a set of three 1976 decisions collectively known as Gregg v. Georgia, thereby reopening the door to the death chamber in America, Le Monde was the only newspaper to analyze-and strongly denounce-the decision. 39 If the national newspapers had regarded the United States as an example in 1972, this step back comforted the traditional French criticism toward the American penal system. Considering the consequences of the decision, Le Monde argued that "one should keep in mind the imponderable nature of American psychology … it is … obvious that the great majority of Americans still believe in the deterring and expiatory virtues of capital punishment despite the unceasing abolitionist campaigns." 40 Americans appeared widely influenced by rising crime rates and thereby supported a reinstatement of a harsh and severe penal system. The overall absence of reaction in the press could also be explained by the general abolitionist stance advocated by most national mainstream newspapers. A piece of information going against what was believed to be a world-wide trend toward abolitionism did not serve the cause well. In contrast to the 1972 decision, which journalists exploited to undermine the pro-death penalty cause, the 1976 decision went almost unnoticed, as if irrelevant in a French context that saw the number of executions declining. 41 
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Conversely, when Gary Gilmore-the first convict put to death in ten years in the United States-was executed in 1977 the French press showed a deep interest. Once again, a coincidence encouraged the journalists to adopt an international standpoint: three days after the Gilmore execution, the child-murderer Patrick Henry was condemned in France to life in prison, a momentous decision considering that public opinion was vehemently in favor of his execution. 42 The two events therefore inverted the previous situation: while France was "de facto abolishing the death penalty" as pointed out by L'Express, the United States reverted to their former practice. 43 The conditions were ripe for the setting up in the French media of a long-lasting opposition between a "barbaric" America and a reasoned France.
14 First, journalists once again exploited the Supreme Court's decision to inform the French abolition debate. However, this time the American reinstatement of the death penalty was not only used by the abolitionist side but also served as a strong argument in favor of retention. An anti-abolitionist law professor, Jean-Claude Soyer, took advantage of the simultaneous events to draw subtle comparisons between the two penal systems in a Le Figaro op-ed. Probing one by one the traditional arguments in favor of abolition, he denied the allegation that the death penalty is a more terrible "torture" than life imprisonment. To support his claim, he reminded his readers that "currently, in the United States, some inmates are struggling to obtain their executions." Although Soyer didn't explicitly name Gilmore, it was obvious to most readers that he alluded to the recently executed American. Indeed, Gilmore had not only refused the appeals filed by his lawyers to prevent his execution but also his last months in jail were disrupted by two attempted suicides. 44 Soyer then concluded his article: "We are right to believe in the efficiency of the death penalty, and therefore to retain its use as a weapon against crime …. Besides, French people are favoring it in a large majority (as do Californians, a people that it would be difficult to characterize as backward-looking)." 45 Soyer was probably alluding to the November 1972 California referendum on "proposition 17" which intended to reinstate the death penalty, and which was accepted by a large margin. Building upon the reputation of California (and more generally, the United States) as a symbol of progress and innovation, Soyer hoped to avert the traditional abolitionist critique that equated the death penalty with barbaric societies. The allusion was discreet, but it demonstrated the argument's latent presence in French media discourse.
L'Humanité was undoubtedly the newspaper that epitomized this opinion. Considered anachronistic in a civilized society, the death penalty was deemed a "medieval practice." In order to impress the readers and link the execution to an unfair and barbaric tradition, the journalist described Gilmore's last moments in terms of hunting: "Vile execution in the United States: Gary Gilmore was shot yesterday with a big game gun" yelled the headline. Although the method was chosen by Gilmore himself, the firing squad was represented as a shocking reversion to primitive times. Gilmore's body "collapsed like big game in the jungle" related the journalist. Interestingly, while the United States appeared as a backward country locked in the past, L'Humanité condemned its pervasive mass media as "experts in the art of [public] manipulation" as well as the execution's financial exploitation via filming, both symbolically corrupting the apparent characteristics of a modern and innovative nation. The ambiguous denunciation again addresses the paradoxical nature of anti-American discourses. For the journalist, there was no contradiction to ponder; the United States was a powerful country that lacked morality and judgment. Like Soyer, l'Humanité alluded to the commonalities of the French and American systems, and used the comparison to condemn both countries' practices. Examining American police accusations against the excessive clemency displayed by judges, the journalist cried out: "Mr. Poniatowski hasn't invented anything!" Michel Poniatowski, French minister of the interior and an avowed retentionist, had indeed recently taken a stand on the issue, advocating for the death penalty in the Henry case and supporting similar views held by the police officers union. 46 The journalist also fustigated the "game of cat and mouse" present in the numerous deferments of Gilmore's execution. He asserted that binding the inmates' life to the stroke of a pen was very much like "the presidential power to pardon." 47 By hinting at the French system of pardon, the journalist effectively condemned the two systems in the same tirade.
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While in 1972 the communist newspaper was alone in its sharp criticism of the American penal system, it did not stand out among the French media in 1977. Journalists largely denounced Gilmore's execution and attached special attention to what seemed an outdated method of execution: the firing squad. Coined a "macabre soap opera" in the news, the Gilmore execution was scrutinized in its most graphic aspects, such as the fact that Gilmore had declined to wear the scarf over his eyes but was obliged to by the law. 48 Although Le Monde didn't indulge in the execution's gruesome details, the newspaper compared the death penalty to a "barbaric lottery" and denounced Gilmore's execution in 1977. 49 These reports bear witness of the revival of a French discourse censuring "barbaric" America. The guillotine was not yet put away in a museum. Nevertheless, the French national press was already undertaking the task of building a strong discourse against the death penalty.
Indeed, in 1977-the last year that witnessed an execution in France-most of the media declared the impending abandonment of capital punishment. 50 This was not a novelty: as early as 1972, several newspapers hinted at the coming disappearance of the infamous practice. Le Nouvel Observateur, sharply condemning the Buffet-Bontems death sentence, warned Pompidou that his failure to pardon the two criminals would "revive the death penalty he ha[d] de facto abolished since his arrival at the Elysée." 51 Similarly, L'Express pointed out the fact that, according to abolitionists, if Pompidou granted clemency it "would mean the death of the death penalty." become more of a priority by 1977. Indeed, in most newspaper accounts, Patrick Henry's life imprisonment sentence amounted to an unofficial abolition. Echoing the words of one of Patrick Henry's lawyers, Robert Bocquillon, who, quoted in L'Express, solemnly declared the "de facto abolition of the death penalty in France," French media anticipated legal abolition. 53 Most symbolic was the title of the article that Le Monde ran on the event: "The death of a penalty?" If killing a child was not a capital crime anymore, reasoned the journalist, then the penalty was in serious danger of disappearance. Le Monde was not the only newspaper to run wordplays for the occasion: "Dead, the death penalty?" wondered Le Nouvel Observateur. While the journalist answered "not yet", he still emphasized the "great blow it just received." 54 This anticipation of the 1981 law, clearly present from 1972 onwards, might explain how a "broadly supported moral orthodoxy against the death penalty", as David Garland put it, was so firmly established shortly after the actual abolition. 55 As Evi Girling recently noted, few scholars have sought to understand the process through which the death penalty in Europe-and most spectacularly in France -"remains effectively beyond political will and imagination." 56 In France, part of the reason seems to lie in the forceful denunciation that most French media engaged in throughout the 1970s.
V Conclusion
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By gradually portraying France as a "de facto" death-penalty-free state, French media accustomed public opinion to the idea of an inevitable abolition. In the meantime, they developed a semi-official discourse that represented the guillotine as an aberration in French history. "Voltaire and Hugo's country" could no longer be associated with this infamous punishment. The American counter-example, starting in 1977, only helped in this process. As the "privileged Other of France," 57 the country against which France had traditionally defined its identity, the United States allowed France to refine its distinctiveness around the death penalty issue. This resonates with David Garland's suggestion that scholars should attend to the "cultural role" of legal practices. Practices of punishment, asserts Garland, shape social meanings and social worlds and, by marking a difference between self and other, take on a symbolical dimension. 58 This remark is especially important within the framework of international rivalries as it demonstrates how foreign affairs can sometimes shape domestic policy. Legal scholar Richard Primus has shown how much American policy during the Cold War was influenced by the need to distinguish itself from the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany. 59 Similarly, the American reinstatement of the death penalty reinforced French abolitionism.
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Starting in the mid-1970s, the death penalty therefore served as a cultural signifier for France to distinguish itself from the United States, thereby preserving and shaping its identity. While Evi Girling has dealt with this identity-building process in Europe, she has only concentrated on the 1990s and 2000s. 60 Yet, to be accurate about the origins of the opposition between a death-penalty free Europe and a barbaric America, one should also take into account the 1970s. Although for a short period the United States embodied an example to follow, the reconstitution of a critical discourse toward the transatlantic neighbor was quickly undertaken following the Supreme Court's 1976 decision. In 1977, while Gilmore's execution inaugurated a new divide between the United States and Europe, the Henry trial ushered in the pervasive discourse on the "death of the death penalty." Anticipating the famous Mitterrand decision of 1981, French journalists played a major role in foreseeing and delineating the contours of a France free of its guillotine. In the meantime, they contributed to shaping an international discourse on penal practices and abolition that effaced geographical boundaries and encouraged a global appreciation of the significance of national decisions and events (particularly, of course, in America).
